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INTRODUCTION
BY CARL OSTENDARP

The two-year Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.) 
program in art is an intensive, intimate, and 
diverse community that supports both inter-
disciplinary and medium-specific practices, 
augmented by access to the breadth of fields 
of study across the university. Students work 
closely with a special advisory committee con-
sisting of Department of Art and affiliate fac-
ulty of their choosing in addition to an aver-
age of 15 artists and critical practitioners that 
come to the College of Architecture, Art and 
Planning (AAP) to lecture and conduct indi-
vidual M.F.A. studio visits. The Department 
of Art hosts two distinguished Teiger Mentors 
in the Arts annually and provides both exper-
imental and formal exhibition opportunities 
in Ithaca and NYC. The program also features 
access to exceptional resources and facilities, 
an exploratory international travel experience, 
graduate assistantships, and generous tuition 
remission.
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MAINTENANCE & CARE
ALEXANDRO SEGADE

7

We were remote. Going back to school with the pandemic surging and political system teetering, 
we were wary of, and very grateful for, the utopian bubble of an MFA program. Whether in-per-
son, hybrid or virtual, we were at Cornell. I was in California and New York City, always at some 
kind of epicenter. Those in Ithaca nestled together on campus, masked. From the other side of the 
screen, I was impressed: the collective and collaborative effort of the students, staff and faculty kept 
the studios open. I was also amazed by the students who worked at ambitious scales out of their 
living rooms. I was really into the grad seminar that fall: for all the Black Mirror-like alienation of 
the apparatus, we achieved a certain intimacy. We had all gone underground. We huddled, at great 
distances, together.

Layla Zubi’s recent monotypes, such as Untitled (Integrated Communities, Growing), use iconog-
raphy and patterning to describe an inexorable suburban sprawl and the uncanny sameness of tract 
homes; yet, within that uniformity, there is difference. These works on paper map out a hybrid 
identity, as multiple forms of belonging, from religious heritage to geographical location, intersect 
across planes of representation. 

Xiaoyao Yao’s fragmented drypoint, aquatint works on paper, such as the 2021 Bathroom series, 
offer glimpses of a mundanity in flux, the tiles of the room tilted as if the world were sliding out 
of frame. A figure is visible only at the margins, and only in pieces, as we see the feet of a bather 
sinking to the floor. Depressive, abject and collapsing, the colorless space nevertheless affords a 
constructed normalcy for the body’s daily rituals.

Paloma Vianey’s wrecking ball / piñata The Weight of Our Fear, 2021, is constructed of plaster, 
oil paint, chain, and rebozo fabric from Ciudad Juárez. Like all of Vianey’s work, the sculpture is 
emblematic of the entangled humanitarian crises and inherent violence of the US-Mexico border, as 
seen from the artist’s specific vantage point as a young woman navigating femicide, racism, sepa-
ration and inequity. The fire-orange ball hangs low to the floor, menacing, like a meteorite hovering 
over a pueblo of ants waiting to be crushed. 

Grace Sachi Troxell’s totemic structures such as Untitled (Carrots) and Untitled (Moss) employ 
materials grown by the artist, slipcast vegetables slathered with turmeric, lemon, ginger, and but-
termilk to cultivate body-sized figures into being. Troxell’s sculptures evoke pre-modern traditions 
of ceramics and vessel-making, the engorged forms recalling a hippy modernism imbricated with 
feminist post-minimalism and non-western aesthetics, promising a post-human futurity that will 
outlive us.
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David Nasca’s stuffed-animal worms are non-binary phalloi extending into and out of shell-like co-
coons and protective rock formations. Part diorama, part sculpture, Relic and Reclaim (both 2021) 
set glazed stoneware in counterpoint with shimmering foil-coated leather, hardness and softness 
touching, seemingly animate and solidly unmoving materials performing a queerly artificial staging 
of exoplanetary, aquatic environments, that (hopefully, for now) elude the human realm.

Erin Miller’s silkscreen installations are a flat paper funhouse, an imaginary tunnel of love into 
the body through an ecstatic hellmouth, a glimpse of the interiority of the unconscious through 
raucous, colorful dream imagery. Using the repetition of printmaking in tandem with the improvisa-
tory mark-making of gesture, Miller’s practice embraces contradictory impulses as it confronts the 
viewer with a fantastic reality.

Christine McDonald’s Trumpet (2021) is a conical sculpture housing a cast family of birds, an im-
age of shelter and invasion, protection and opportunistic symbiosis. McDonald’s conceptual instal-
lations take the viewer through a network of interrelated objects, forms syntactically structured with 
rhyme and rhythm, a physically concrete poetry. McDonald’s alchemical approach to myth making 
offers a subjective narrative of radical ambivalence.

Kirk Henriques’s paintings are composed from a shifting, liquid process informed by the artist’s 
persistent inquiry into the politics of color – in all its manifestations, from the redlining of urban 
centers to the figurative representation of familial legacies through photography. The rondo Genesis 
(2021) swirls, a merging and emerging planetary formation, while Strong Drank (2021) uses hibis-
cus to deconstruct Zobo, a festive potable, constitutive of the cultural body, itself shaped by ritual.

Erika Germain’s coded abstract paintings have poetic armatures. Language, as a system of arbitrary 
signs which nonetheless produce meaning, is translated into new forms. In Finnegan II (for be that 
namesake), 2021, each letter is reduced to a colored dot; when set onto the canvas, words become 
the molecular structures undergirding colorful compositions that oscillate against the eye. In We 
Can’t Be (2021), chunky impasto marks are traces of the cypher, making tangible signs referring to 
a text long lost. 

Morgan Evans-Weiler’s installations, photographed and printed on aluminum, offer fragile models 
for an ontology of objects. The white-on-white compositions play upon an ikebana-like surrealism, 
obscure, even occult, offering an opaque transparency that tests and traces the edges of legibility, 
the perception of materiality conjuring a sonic decay, a hauntology evading the phenomenological, 
teasing at perception.

Over the course of the semester, we talked a lot about the work they were making, against the odds, 
in those studios and at their homes. I had retreated into my iPad, while the Cornell MFAs worked 
through a virtuosic array of approaches to art-making. Their ideas objectified, the group cultivated 
abstract expressions of identity, meditations on the realness of material production, and its conse-
quences. Framed by that unavoidable interface, Zoom, we flashed through photo slideshows and 
embodied laptop camera walk-throughs of installations, drawings, sculptures, and paintings. I never 
saw them in person. From my point of view, the Cornell MFA 2021 are survivors of a real-life dysto-
pian science fiction story. It was something like tending to a banzai garden in the midst of a zombie 
apocalypse. It is a parable of maintenance and care in the face of a reckless and uncaring onslaught.

—Alexandro Segade, May 2021
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MORGAN EVANS-WEILER
MFA 2021
INTRODUCTION BY BINSWANGER FRIEDMAN 

stones paper parts 

i 
extracted from its intended functional context, the tracker bar of a typical Aeolian player piano looks like the 
base of a modern floor broom – its brush and brush cap. first patented by Eugene de Kleist in 1905, this bar 
acts as the crucial interface within the piano’s roll playing system (the “pneumatic stack”). the tracker bar is 
a few centimeters thick, about an inch wide and roughly a foot long; it has a series of tiny holes that run its 
middle-length, which give way to a series of small plastic tubes. the musical data to be played is stored by 
means of small holes or slight indentations in the tape or paper of the piano roll. the tracker bar is a pneumat-
ic sensing device – as the rolls turn and its sheets slowly shift past the tracker bar, its holes allow pressurized 
air to pass through in particular patterns dictated by the perforations on the paper – this pressurized air then 
makes its way through the pneumatic stack to the valve chest and ultimately makes possible a particular kind 
of strike upon the piano’s action – ringing out a note of specific duration and decay. the tracker bar thus reads 
the holes in the piano rolls that index music by collecting them as they pass. 

ii 
after originally entering into the English language as a noun in the 13th century meaning “a short prayer 
comprising an invocation, petition and conclusion,” the word collect was first used as a verb in 1573. over 
time the verb form became more ubiquitous and took on a range of meanings: “to bring together in one 
body or place” – “to gather or exact from a number of persons or sources” – “to gather together, assemble, 
accumulate.” the verb’s etymology stems from collectus the past participle of the Latin verb colligere, a 
compound word formed from the prefix com- and verb legere, whose semantic range is wide: i) to choose, 
select, appoint; ii) to collect, gather, bring together; iii) to read. in German, the verb auflesen also shares this 
etymological heritage – it means “to pick up or collect scattered items individually from the ground.” yet 
unlike collect, auflesen still betrays an explicit semantic connection between the act of reading and the act of 
collecting – lesen is the most common German verb meaning “to read.” paired with the prefix auf- the verb 
then shifts reading into collecting, the physical act of picking up objects, while still indexing both. 

iii 
aluminum dowel brass dowel brass pipe bubble wrap canvas cardboard cassette players cassettes ceramics 
cinder block section clay concrete copper dowel copper foil copper leaf electronics feathers gesso glass 
graphite led lightbulbs loose thread loudspeakers magnets moss motion detectors needles packing tape paint 
painted stones paper parts from disassembled piano pen photo j-cards mounted on aluminum piano sound 
board piano wire picture frame corners plastic bag plastic piano tubing plexiglass radioshack microphone 
small log sewn thread soil sound absorption foam stones string thread thread spool tracker bar transducer 
as speaker tree branches tree limbs twigs various found materials water wire wire mesh wood wood dowel 
wood from disassembled piano and photographs of these 

iv 
a painted wooden plank looks like a shelf standing up and forms a perpendicular vertical plane to the thin 
slabs of hardwood flooring; on its thin top is a flat brass bar with a line of tiny holes and a row of curved 
plastic tubes hanging down, not quite reaching the wood floor, forming an uneven sort of curtain in front of 
the wooden plank; a palm sized grey stone with white scuffs rests on the floor about a foot in front of the 
plank’s midpoint and a thin copper dowel runs from the stone’s base to a point equidistant from both ends of 
the brass bar but does it bear weight 
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Morgan Evans-Weiler
“Ancestral Monochord” 2021
various collected materials, 8’ x 5’ x. 8’ 6”

(left and right) 
Multitudes (not subliminal), 2021

various collected materialss
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KIRK HENRIQUES
MFA 2021

13

The surfaces of my paintings are not perfect 
or pristine, rather they are built up and then 
scraped down. For me this process is a 
metaphor for resilience; it is my personal 
experience of resourcefulness, of using 
scraps to make something whole and new. 
My use of unconventional materials is a way 
to challenge traditional painting and expand-
ing on my personal and historical narratives. 

My paintings jolt the viewer out of their 
comforting assumptions, perspectives and 
perceptions. I create new visual terms by 
challenging expectations that includes at 
times, forcibly ripping, cutting, and layering 
my works.
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Kirk Henriques
Legend, 2020



GRACE SACHI TROXELL
MFA 2021
INTRODUCTION BY Z. CECILIA LU

15

Untitled (Moss) and Untitled (Carrots) are rife with play, granting 
bodily forms to the earthly and vegetal, transforming the organ-
ic into something both human and alien. Standing around human 
height, (Moss) and (Carrots) and their materialized metaphors sur-
face questions of birth, growth, aging, and decay, but do so by resid-
ing in the messy in-betweens rather than in binaries. (Moss)’s lumpy 
body, insufficient bib, and aided defecation could be the signs and 
needs of a newborn — or of an elder. Just as (Moss) considers the 
cyclicity of aging, (Carrots)’s stove-like belly, pregnant with vege-
tables, and its self-penetrative headdress of erect squashes ponder a 
language of reproduction and nurture. 
 
As much as these bodies hold human indicators, they are also of the 
earth. From the clay surface that cracks like dry soil fissures in the 
summer to the organic materials of moss, carrot pulp, and slip-cast 
homegrown vegetables, (Moss) and (Carrots) ask us what it means 
to anthropomorphize. They draw connections between planet and 
inhabitant, shrinking the growing contemporary distance between 
ourselves and the earth.
 
Although (Moss) and (Carrots) are sourced from familiar material, 
Troxell’s sorcery is one of transformation: ground carrots and moss 
become a new surface, terra, and skin for these otherworldly bodies. 
We are forced to confront our environment from a new perspective, 
and with immediacy. As our envoys, (Carrots) and (Moss) prompt 
us to behold the lumpy, halved, and seamed together vegetables as 
beautiful. Theirs are proud bodies, standing upright with shoulders 
un-hunched. The textured imperfection, anti-artificiality, and an-
ti-sleekness are what construe these sculptures as living, and this 
earth as worthy.
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Untitled (Carrots), 2021
unfired no shrink clay, slipcast clay vegetables, 
carrots, turmeric, lemon, ginger, steel
74 x 30 x 30 inches

Grace Sachi Troxell
Untitled (Moss), 2021 
unfired no shrink clay, slipcast clay vegetables, 
moss, buttermilk, steel
61 x 34 x 34 inches



PALOMA  VIANEY MARTINEZ
MFA 2021

17

I take pieces of canvas fabric and convert them into rebozos, an 
unorthodox interpretation of this traditional Mexican garment for 
women. Though this transformation could be argued as a transub-
stantiate process, I argue this fabric, once knotted and stretched, 
has left its past life to begin a new one. 

Several pieces of fabric, birthed from different materials, go 
through this process to create a unified composition depicting an 
amorphous, unrecognizable image of Ciudad Juárez. This ambigu-
ity stems from a personal and complex position of hate and endear-
ing towards my place of origin. With this painting, I emphasize the 
tension in the following question: is it possible for me to hate the 
place where I am from? The place that made me who I am, where 
my beloved parents raised me, but also gave me unceasing trauma? 

I have begun to write fictional narratives where I explore a world 
where I would have liked to exist in. A place with no patriarchy, a 
city with no gendered violence, a site where I vision pure hedonis-
tic happiness. Perhaps the action of knotting, wrapping, and paint-
ing a canvas is a method of traveling to a mental getaway far from 
the violence I know. 
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Paloma Vianey Martinez
Ciudad Juárez, 2021
Oil on canvas
4ft x 6ft

The Weight of Our Fear, 2021
Plaster, oil paint, chain, nylon fabric, and rebozo fabric from 
Ciudad Juárez.
60 in x 60in x 60in
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XIAOYAO YAO
MFA 2021

My work includeds oil painting and printmaking that pursue a storytelling approach 
based on my personal experiences. They are images of intimate spaces: a dim corner 
of a bathroom, a passageway in the desert, or a weight scale in a men’s changing 
space. These are often fleeting moments with places of passage, of maintenance, 
rather than destinations. Light is shined on the often ignored. Viewers are confronted 
with these familiar, echoing moments and yet the moments are so ordinary and inti-
mate that one can feel embarrassed and toe curling to talk about. My attitude towards 
these works is to set up a conversational ploy that makes you curious and interested 
in exploring these mundane subjects.

My visual attraction to the country at night comes from the lights that are found 
from cars’ headlights, street lights and the moon. These lights are unsubstantial and 
transient and yet, giving shapes and entrances to the hollowing darkness, for brief 
moments. The presence of people is often implied and it tells the elusive and imper-
manent story rather than a solidified or linear narrative. The story has no hero. 

Often, in the past, I was fascinated with unpeopled scenes where human presence 
is implied. The literariness and theatricality become intrinsic when the objects in 
silence want a story. However, my flirtation with just empty places became unsatis-
fying. I want to also evoke the literal world by incorporating some traces of humans, 
to suggest the intimacy of these transient and impermanent moments. In between the 
interaction between the subjects, objects and figure, is where I hope the conversation 
would occur. 

The oil paintings are an extension of the world of the etchings. They are explorations 
of both formal and informal aspects of the images, such as perspectives, reflections, 
theatrics and so on. While the process of making the etchings was a meditation for 
me to embrace the everyday scene, it was inevitable when the desire to reach a 
destination starts creeping in. The paintings therefore, reach beyond the ambiguity, 
emptiness, and symbolic meanings of the images, and become brief moments of 
satisfaction. 

All of the scenes I depicted are inspired by my experience in Ithaca, NY. The process 
of creating these works is to deal with the issue created by the familiarity of perceiv-
ing the city everyday. I moved into Ithaca two years ago and as the novelty wears 
off, I start to experience the city as if it was separate from me. I was navigating the 
city as if it was a necessary and consuming process that I had to go through to reach 
a destination. What if I made images without the focus on the subject/object dichoto-
my with which we usually perceive the world, but rather, on things I would miss out 
on, the moments of being on those journeys, hence the title of the work, On my way. 
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Xiaoyao Yao
Part of On My Way series, 2021
4 x 6 inches (plate size)
Drypoint, Aquatint on paper

Part of Bathroom series, 2021
4 x 6 inches (plate size)
Drypoint, Aquatint on paper



ERIKA GERMAIN
MFA 2022
INTRODUCTION BY MEGHAN JACKSON

The overall compositions reveal themselves to be squarely fine-tuned puzzles 
of symbols, the pieces somehow fitting together while vibrating on the picture 
plane. The words are embedded within the overall image—hiding in plain view. 
The hand of the artist in each gesture and mark causes the picture to perform. 

Finnegan II (for be that samesake) is adapted from a passage found in Finnegan’s 
Wake by James Joyce. This work is a tightly woven grid with a limited palette of 
reds, blues, and greens. The two points of the red and blue triangles meet in the 
middle on a green ground. The scale of the work renders the demarcated colours 
unreadable. 

We Can’t Be is a smaller, more crude, painterly work transcribed from a quote 
in Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s Love in the Time of Cholera. The gesture creates 
surface tension that gives a feeling of urgency. Letters are represented in sequen-
tial vertical then horizontal lines. The control and intention behind each mark is 
caused by how Erika Germain arrives at each painting; a dialectical process in 
which each text undergoes multiple levels of opacity. The painting begins with a 
transcription of text on a support. Germain then develops the system determining 
what colours are assigned to each letter, and then translates the text into painting. 

In one instance, she confided in me while painting the word Rose that the colours 
spelled out were dark green-green-green-red. This visual representation of the 
word speaks to an intrinsic experience of meaning beyond the textual, beyond 
the letters that signify the content, or the physical and visual encounter of the 
signified. 

To Germain this was evidence that all knowledge already exists in the world. The 
knowing is accessing that knowledge. Through the process of modification, the 
meaning within a text becomes more apparent. This series of paintings are a part 
of a larger indurative project in which Germain’s practice, which extends beyond 
these instances of translation, is adding to the library of meaning. The works 
probe at an experience of language that is ritualistic, complex and intimate.
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Erika Germain
Boil (Pt. 1), 2021, hot glue, wire and 
acrylic paint, dimensions variable

Boil (Pt. 1), 2021, hot glue, wire and 
acrylic paint, dimensions variable

Left to Right:
Dear Pt. 1, 2021, oil on canvas 

54 x 42 inches

Dear Pt. 2, 2021, oil on canvas 
54 x 36 inches

Dear Pt. 3, 2021, oil on canvas 
54 x 72 inches

Misadventure, 2021
installation with painting, ceramic, hot 

glue, plaster and print media, 
dimensions variable
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CHRISTINE MCDONALD
MFA 2022
INTRODUCTION BY MORGAN NITZ

The final word in Anton Chekhov’s short story “A Father” is “Attendez!”— wait. We 
arrive at this word via a lengthy cab ride, during which a father sobs uncontrollably to 
his son. He is drunk, guilt-stricken, morose; he is undeserving of such a kind, sober, 
generous son!  Soon he spots a tavern, interrupts himself to yell “Cabman stop!” and 
disappears for a stretch of time. He does this several more times and his mood shifts con-
gruently: sorrowful, excited, calm. Each time his son waits patiently in the cab. When 
they reach their destination— the home of a woman the father calls his ‘virago’— the 
father’s behavior changes once more. The shame he feels for his treatment of his son 
is less important than maintaining his dignity, his persona of “the forsaken father.” The 
father chides his son for being fancy, for disapproving of his simple life. The son sips 
vodka and tea which he only accepted to please his father. The father bids his son fare-
well: “Attendez!”— wait. 

Christine McDonald’s newest body of sculptures and ekphrastic writings are not for the 
impatient. The collection— a playful collage inspired by the artist’s dreams, art histori-
cal symbols, and Ursula Le Guin’s essay “The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction”— inten-
tionally points to interindividual differences in perception. Take for example, *places I 
can hear the rumble of the great stomach, an ongoing edition of life-sized rabbit sculp-
tures. Each one has unique shapes gouged out of it, the holes accentuated with red paint. 
Rabbits have been the subject of significant works throughout art history such as Dürer’s 
“Young Hare.” In the context of this exhibition, rabbits are an example of historical truth 
held up to contemporary questioning, and a direct reference to Le Guin’s “Carrier Bag 
Theory.” In her essay, Le Guin challenges a truth invented by men, that weapons were 
the first human tool, theorizing that a more plausible alternative would be the carrier 
bag. And what happens when you take all of that imagery of killing, spearing, snaring, 
and blood, and put it in a bag? Le Guin writes: “… it’s clear that the Hero does not look 
well in this bag. He needs a stage or a pedestal or a pinnacle. You put him in a bag and 
he looks like a rabbit, like a potato.” (Nearly all of McDonald’s works populate the floor, 
un-erected by pedestals.)

In Chekhov’s “A Father,” each setting catalyzes a behavior change in the father, reveal-
ing simultaneous truths about his character. While location may spotlight one trait or 
another, they are not separate, but rather parts of his whole. McDonald’s symbols are 
strengthened by repetition, but each symbols’ behavior is determined by its location 
(see: swing / metaphorical length of fabric and length of ropes, and bbbbbbbbbrick). 
The result is a rhizomatic mass: “...any point of a rhizome can be connected to any other, 
and must be” (Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus).  Each individual piece is a 
proof of Le Guin’s theory— a carrier bag in and of itself— but it is together that they 
operate in defense of the “Carrier Bag Theory.” There is no beginning or end to McDon-
ald’s newest body of work. You, yourself are already a part of it. All there is left to do is 
gather, observe, and wait— Attendez.
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3 7

2 6

1 5

1 Christine McDonald
 bbbbbbbbbrick, 2021
 2 x 2 ft. Wax & acrylic

2 Places I can hear the rumble of the  
 great stomach, 2021
 1 x 1 ft. Ochre clay, acrylic, 
 flocking

3 Still from Fish Fossil, 2020
 1 min. 20 sec. 

4 Install of Passenger show, 2021
 feat. Shadow of a Swing, 6 x 30 ft.

5 Dash, 2021
 5 x 7 in. Archival inkjet print

6 Still from RABBITS, 2021
 20 min. (ongoing)

7 Still from RABBITS, 2021
 20 min. (ongoing)
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ERIN MILLER
MFA 2022
INTRODUCTION BY BUCKY MILLER

Here is a hypothetical scenario: What if the artist, Erin Miller, no relation, had a 
way with the supernatural? What if I once lived in Erin’s hometown of Houston, 
in an apartment that she swore was haunted? When she came to visit, I bet she 
would look over my shoulder, alarmed, at some shimmer of ghostly movement 
in my hallway. I’m confident she’d sprint through the common area every time 
she left to avoid being beckoned by some malevolent specter. I would not per-
sonally encounter any ghosts in this scenario—stuck as I am on the material 
plane—even though I would often wake up in the middle of the night and feel 
something was off; even though my neighbor would swear he’d watched spirits 
cavort behind the building. I would never try to disprove Erin’s sixth sense, nor 
would I attempt to corroborate the phenomena. Who can judge the perceptual 
gamut of another? And anyway this is all hypothetical. I swear. Miller’s work 
just stirs up these kinds of thoughts.

Daisy Breath is something like a deconstructed animation that depicts a trip 
from one vaguely floral oblivion to another. The narrative builds slowly over 
the course of thirty-two successive prints until there is so much information 
that there is essentially none at all. Somewhere in the middle, a phantasmic face 
appears. There is no one way to see this weird visage. It builds additively across 
time but drifts laterally through space. There are picture-in-picture fountains, 
the type that might be seen at an Orlando resort, where the tear ducts should 
be. The figure screams its mouth out of its own eyes then proceeds to spit out 
a bunch of red stuff until there is nothing left anywhere but red stuff embel-
lished by a bit of blue. At the beginning, before the face emerged all mauve and 
squinty, there was nothing but blue stuff.

The suite of prints is suspended inside a lumpy and colorful proscenium that 
reminds one of a wet, stretched Muppet and gives Daisy Breath the air of an 
uncomfortable carnival—the type that might make a person tell their friends, 
“you must go see the carnival, it is uncomfortable!” Taken as a whole, the work 
approximates the type of dream recall that occurs late in the day when some-
thing triggers a subconscious memory. It also suggests an encounter with the 
inexplicable—the sort that might occur in some of our luckiest moments. It is 
rare that we get to share such experiences with others. Miller allows us this feat 
by building instinctively from the most fundamental techniques of her medium 
and into a multi-faceted, wholly experiential wave of image. The piece prior-
itizes perception and defeats the notion of a linear timeline. Here, chaos and 
stillness are one and the lsame, permanently bound to the pulsing facial features 
of, well, whoever that is.
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Erin Miller
Daisy Breath (Still 15) 
Silkscreen
11 x 17

Daisy Breath (Still 28) 
Silkscreen
11 x 17

(left) 
Sinking Daisy 
Monotype
11 x 17

(right)
Underwater 
Daisy
Monotype
11 x 17
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DAVID NASCA
MFA 2022
INTRODUCTION BY NICHAOLAS WYLIE

27

David Nasca is an artist in a magical bubble of their own expert making. As 
Obama was bailing out banks, twink David was honing their craft by making 
an elaborate leather saddle at Deep Springs College. They rode that saddle 
and that expertise to Chicago where their fascination with craft collided head 
on with the world of queer theory and the craft of queer world-making. Their 
ecosystem of zoophilic fascination is more warm and welcoming than you 
can imagine. Materials as diverse as leather, ceramics, plastics, and glass are 
David’s playmates in the studio. David pounds, prods, casts, and dyes them 
into forms that our more austere or overt queer forbearers avoided. Thier work 
splits the difference between the queer minimalism of Felix Gonzales-Torres 
and the daddy maximalism of Robert Mapplethorpe. David makes friendly, 
flaccid dicks and pretty, prolapsed assholes. 

But for them these forms are also genuinely inhuman; David is interested more 
in the sex lives of earthworms or anglerfish than of people. Did you know that 
earthworms are hemaphrodites that exchange clitella and male ceratoid angler-
fish are the ultimate simps, becoming subsumed into the female’s dimorphical-
ly huge body after mating? Nasca’s work will teach you facts of life like these. 
If you really attend to the work, you too will become a student of the animal 
kingdom, start decolonizing King Phillip’s Great Spain, and learn how to be-
come a sexy Pink Fantasia Sea Cucumber, or Enypniastes eximia. You too can 
grow a transparent bubble for a body and a Bataillian solar anus for a mouth. 

Instead of uncovering a bit of esoteric science or history and presenting it 
obliquely, David’s projects welcome you at the door. The work manages to be 
great-looking, avoids formal sterility, represents a bunch of things at once, and 
oozes with research that’s both globally of interest and specific to the queer 
communities that David is central to in Chicago. Nasca’s space/home/studio, 
Showboat, has for years been one of the closest things Chicago has had to a 
superstar-filled Warholian Factory. The diligence evidenced in Nasca’s care 
for the objects, rhymes with the care they put into making joyful spaces for 
community. You want to know David Nasca. You want them to talk to you 
about earthworms and assholes as you try on outlandish outfits at the party. 



David Nasca
Assholes 2012-2021
Leather, vinyl, latex, cast glass, lizard parts, 
shiatsu motor, cord, metal spikes, etc.
Sculptures and parts of sculptures 28



LAYLA ZUBI
MFA 2022
INTRODUCTION BY MARIA LAVENDER

How much does environment and community impact a person’s sense 
of Self?

Untitled (Integrated Communities, Growing) evokes a sense of tension 
in the midst of the mundane. At first glance, the repeated house motif 
weaves in and out of frame, decorative and unassuming like a quilt 
pattern or fun wallpaper. As children we often draw houses in this sim-
ple, seemingly universal shape. A home, however, contains multitudes. 
The human experience is universal, but our identities remain unique. 
Zubi’s playful use of color and loose, lively markings visually evoke 
this tension between surface level same-ness and undeniable individ-
uality. What’s beneath this surface? Through the monoprint process, 
the artist highlights this dynamic further. Each print has an identical 
structure, but the color and intensity manifests uniquely from one print 
to the next. Similarly, the homogeneous, cookie-cutter suburban land-
scape shapes the people who live in these communities in vastly dif-
ferent ways.

The airy gouache overlay in Untitled (The Remains of Hajar III) in-
serts a sense of wonder and movement: like a gust of wind blowing up 
dirt and detritus that may not be obvious at first glance. What beliefs or 
ideas propel people into (or out of) certain communities? The simpli-
fied house shapes link and dance a curve across the piece. Look again, 
and they appear like a
fence or gate containing the Safa and Marwa hills from Hajar’s har-
rowing journey. Just like an unassuming suburban community, these 
hills also hold space for individuals with wildly different identities.

In each of these works, Zubi seems to wrestle with the intangible qual-
ities of community and identity—how is the Self created and trans-
formed within the structure of such specific spaces?

29
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Layla Zubi
Between Planned Worlds, gallery view, 
Johnson Museum of Art

Between Planned Worlds, installation view, 
Johnson Museum of Art

Right to Left view of 
“Untitled (Integrated Communties, Blended In)” 
2021,  Screenprint monotype, 36 x 48 inches, 

“Untitled (Integrated Communities, Enriching 
Flow)” 2021, Acrylic, 44 x 60 inches

Floor installation view of “Potluck” 2021, 
Monoptype prints on OSB and fabric spreads. 
Dimensions vary



BRIDGET
DONAHUE
GALLERY

PRESENTS

BADMINTON
TOURNAMENT

ONLINE EXHIBITION
MAY 29, 2021
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Morgan Evans-Weiler
(left)

Weird Temporalities (3), 2021
Photo print mounted on aluminium

14 x 20 inches

(right)
Weird Temporalities (5), 2021

Photo print mounted on aluminium
16 x 19 inches
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Kirk Henriques
(left)
Genesis, 2021
Poured acrylic paint
20 inches in diameter

(right)
Strong Drank, 2021
Oil paint, Zobo, pomegranate, ginger on wood panel
40 x 30 inches
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Grace Sachi Troxell
Untitled (Carrots), 2021
unfired no shrink clay, slipcast clay vegetables, carrots, turmeric, lemon, ginger, steel
74 x 30 x 30 inches
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Untitled (Moss), 2021 
unfired no shrink clay, slipcast clay vegetables, 
moss, buttermilk, steel
61 x 34 x 34 inches
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Paloma Vianey
(left)
Ciudad Juárez, 2021
Oil on canvas
4ft x 6ft

(right)
The Weight of Our Fear, 2021
Plaster, oil paint, chain, nylon fabric, and rebozo fabric from Ciudad Juárez.
60 in x 60in x 60in 
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Xiaoyao Yao
(left)

Part of On My Way series, 2021
4 x 6 inches (plate size)

Drypoint,  Aquatint on paper

(right)
Part of Bathroom series, 2021

4 x 6 inches (plate size)
Drypoint,  Aquatint on paper
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Erika Germain
(left)
Finnegan II (For, be that samesake), 2021
Oil on canvas
8 x 7 feet

(right)
We Can’t Be, 2021
Oil on canvas
20 x 16 inches
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Christine McDonald
(left)
Shadow of a Swing (metaphorical length of fabric and ropes), 2021
Canvas, Canon photo ink, house paint
6 x 30 ft.    

(right)
Trumpet, 2021
Slip cast birds, dyed paper pulp, gypsum cast brick, Canon photo ink
4 x 2 ft.
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Erin Miller
(left)

Daisy Twin, 2021
Monotypes 

22 x 30 inches each

(right)
Daisy Breath, 2021

Dyed paper pulp, string, thirty-two silkscreen prints (11 x 17 inches each) 
Installation  55 inches x 78 inches
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David Nasca
(left)
Reclaim, 2019
16 x 14 x 17 inches
Glazed stoneware, leather

(right)
Husk, 2019
24 x 14 x 6 inches
Glazed stoneware, leather
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Layla Zubi
(left)

Untitled (Integrated Communities, Growing), 2021
Monotype

22 x 30 inches 

(right)
Untitled (The Remains of Hajar III), 2021

Monotype & gouache
18 x 12 inches
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